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Introduction:  During August 03 a dust devil field 
investigation campaign was conducted in the El Do-
rado Valley, Nevada. This field site has been well 
characterised previously [9], and has a well docu-
mented record of dust devil events. We report on one 
particular encounter from this field campaign, whereby 
a dust devil was sampled by a large number of sensors. 
These measurements consist of wind speed at 8 heights 
up to 4m, wind direction at 5 heights, air temperature 
at 6 heights, air pressure at 2 heights, upward looking 
UV flux (opacity) and 2 dust impact sensors. As such 
this data set represents one of the best characterisations 
of a dust devil lower structure to date. Dust flux esti-
mates obtained can be compared to those expected on 
Mars. 
 
Figure 1 
 
Results:  On 18 July 03 at around 14:40, a strong 
dust devil was encountered by DASHER. Figure 2 
below shows the wind speed, direction and pressure 
during this encounter. A clear dust devil signature was 
seen, with a double peak in wind speed and a shift in 
wind direction indicative of the sensor suite passing 
through the core. From this signature it will be possi-
ble to estimate the dust devil diameter, miss distance 
(minimum distance between the sensors and the geo-
metric centre of the dust core), and maximum wind 
speed. 
Dust devils: Dust devils are a common occurrence 
both here on Earth and on Mars. They form when the 
correct conditions arise; these include convective 
plumes, and atmospheric vorticity. Convection occurs 
when the sun heats the ground, which in turn heats the 
air above. This heating will cause the air to become 
less dense and thus start to rise. These phenomenon 
have been observed on Mars by the Viking Orbiters 
and landers [1,2], Mars Pathfinder [3,4] and by Mars 
Global Surveyor[6]. A dust devil will have a rotating 
column of air, and a low-pressure area at the central 
core. Dust is lofted when wind speeds become suffi-
ciently high [5]. The dust devil will then move across 
the landscape with the nominal ambient wind speed 
and may cause marks or scars on the surface. This is 
particularly noticeable on Mars where the surface mat-
ter is removed by the dust devil revealing a darker or 
lighter material underneath [6]. The dust lofting proc-
ess within a dust devil has recently been studied in 
more detail [7]. 
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Figure 2 
Equipment: Figure 1 is an image of the equipment 
deployed, referred to as DASHER. The equipment and 
its operation is described in more detail in a compan-
ion abstract[8]. A typical dust devil encounter during 
fieldwork would involve a chase, and deployment of 
the instruments in the oncoming path of the devil, al-
lowing the dust devil to pass over the sensors. 
 
In addition to the data shown, a vertical wind pro-
file was recorded, and a UV flux drop was seen – 
shown in figure 3. We see a clear correlation between 
UV flux and Dust impacts, as the dust obscures the 
view of the Sun. UV flux was recorded in three spec-
tral bands, and in combination with the dust flux data 
we hope to recover a dynamic particle distribution 
within the core, to investigate the dust lofting (and 
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deposition) process. Further investigation of the dust 
lofting (and dust vertical transport) process will be 
further complemented by vertical wind profile infor-
mation – as can be seen from figure 1, DASHER de-
ployed 8 wind sensors, up to a height of 4m, giving 
detailed characterization of the vertical wind profile. 
When analysis of this event is complete, it will provide 
an comprehensive data set giving the signature of a 
dust devil encounter. 
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